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For three decades, Capolavoro has celebrated its special passion for jewelry. With sensuality 

and style, the finest craftsmanship and contemporary performance. The delicate details of our 

pieces are based on the works of old Italian masters and the quality of the execution documents 

the best German craftsmanship. Casual daily luxury from a sustainable production characteri-

zes the modern image of our brand, which always surprises with unique ideas.

The latest highlight and high-end product: our collier with floating dancing diamonds of the 

Billion Dreams Collection. Founded in Munich in 1991, Capolavoro has been based in Inning 

am Ammersee for five years now. The only jewelry manufacturer in Bavaria presents itself in a 

representative „Pallazo“, created using ecological solid wood technology. A sustainable concept 

- matching the sustainable production of the jewelry collections. Guests are welcome - in the 

elegant boutique store or on a tour of the „transparent“ production. Company owner Gerhard 

Fritsch, his wife Andrea as well as Theresa and Florian Fritsch as representatives of the second 

generation are infectious with their enthusiasm.



he delicate details of 
each piece of the va-
rious collection lines 
draw their inspiration 

from the works of the old Italian 
masters. Their quality stands for the 
highest German craftsmanship and 
the luxurious atmosphere touches 
the soul… - of course,sustainability 
is also not amiss here and part of 
the core values. An extraordinary 
brand identity that was not concei-
ved, but rather grew over time, ba-
sed on passion, love and the strong 
will to make dreams come true.
Jewelry made by CAPOLAVORO are 
easily recognizable: due to their joie 
de vivre which every piece embo-
dies, their casual elegance and the 
intriguing “out-of-the-box” creativi-
ty. Italian ease mixes with Bavari-
an vacation feeling and sets every 
piece apart as inspiring capolavoro 
(ital. for “masterpiece”).

Enthusiasm for art 
and architecture

When Gerhard and his wife Andrea 
founded the company in Munich in 
1991, they had big plans in addition 
to a burning passion for jewelry and 
style, paired with an affinity for art 
and architecture. CAPOLAVORO’s 
style came into being nurtured also 
by Gerhard Fritsch‘s enthusiasm 
for the masterpieces of the Renais-
sance, which he had internalized 
during guest semesters in Florence, 
and by the memory of the lush bar-
oque church decorations, which he 
was able to marvel at and feel as a 
child in Bavaria.

T Added were the previously gained 
trade insights, a big portion of cou-
rage and of course the
unwavering support of his wife, 
who, to this day remains at his side 
both privately and professionally.
Between the beginnings and today‘s 
appearance as an internationally 
present and renowned jewelry ma-
nufacturer, there are more than 30 
years of successful development 
with trend-setting events and stati-
ons.

Move to Inning into the 
“event manufacture”

A highlight of the company‘s histo-
ry was the construction and move 
to a representative new domicile 
in Inning at lake Ammersee, a mo-
dern „palazzo“ with a contemporary 
energy concept. The perfect loca-
tion for what is currently Bavaria‘s 
only jewelry manufacture, which is 
happy to open its doors to visitors 
from all over the world. At first glan-
ce, the building appears to be an un-
adorned cube, with almost imper-
ceptible indentations on the facade 
that evoke the architectural style of 
historical Italian palazzos.
It was built according to the plans 
of Gerhard Fritsch himself, who not 
only realized a building worth se-
eing, but also an ecological show-
case project. It is the first building 
in Bavaria to be constructed using 
solid wood technology and, behind 
its white facade, offers a healthy li-
ving atmosphere as a plus-energy 
wooden house.Guests are not only 
welcome to visit the CAPOLAVORO 
boutique (by appointment) or any 
of our exclusive concessionaires 
around the world,

but can also take a look behind the 
scenes on a special tour of the pro-
duction facility. CAPOLAVORO has 
been producing its own collections 
for many years - as the only jewelry 
manufacturer in Bavaria.

Sustainable and made-to-last

Not only the building follows the 
principles of sustainability and eco-
logy, the entire company is oriented 
accordingly. For example, only pre-
cious metals from the secondary 
cycle are used, the second life gold 
or recycled gold is extracted from 
old gold and thus does not was-
te any finite resources. The stones 
come exclusively from fair, ethical-
ly correct sources. In addition, the 
high quality standards of the jewel-
ry collection make all pieces durable 
and thus counteract the throwaway 
mentality.

Invitation to the 
World of CAPOLAVORO

In the elegant CAPOLAVORO bou-
tique store in Inning, you can disco-
ver the treasures that define the 
brand‘s luxurious image. The flatte-
ringly soft Cielo collection, the chee-
ky Dolcini, the sparkling Prosecco 
pieces, the colorful Capriccio line 
and many more. And of course the 
current CAPOLAVORO masterpieces 
of the Billion Dreams Collection with 
diamonds dancing like the flakes of 
a snow globe in a glass bottle. To 
hold such an extraordinary jewel in 
your hands is worth the visit to In-
ning on the beautiful Lake Ammer-
see alone. An overview of local re-
tailers can be found online with our 
store locator.

CAPOLAVORO
your manufacture of jewelry for casual luxury

A friendly family-owned business on its way into the future! For three decades now, CAPOLAVORO has 
celebrated its special passion for jewelry, with soulfulness and style, exquisite craftsmanship 

and modern performance.
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The masterpiece demonstrates 
skill

Per definition a true masterpiece 
should be an especially well-made 
and extraordinary 
piece, which convinces not only the 
critics but also the audiences. Tradi-
tionally a piece was labeled as such, 
if created by an artisan for his/ her 
achievement of the title “master of 
his/ her craft”; it serves as proof of 
the craftsman’s acquired skill and 
is to be seen as highlight of his/ her 
ability. Within the jewelry business 
it is the goldsmiths which hold this 
(prestigious) status. Behind them lie 
3½ years of training and apprenti-
ce period, which form the basis of 
being permitted to take on the
title of “master”. 

The CAPOLAVORO goldsmith mas-
ter on this: “You aren’t a master after 
these 3 ½ years; at the earliest you’ll 
achieve this after 4 ½ years, taking 
into account the apprentice time-
period it is rather 5 ½ years.” Ideally, 
it is not only the technical skill, the 
professionalism and high quality of 
performance, but also a certain esp-
rit which makes the difference. Not 
in the least bit less demanding is 
the qualification to become a setter, 
which describes the job of a
learned jewel setter in short. Here as 
well a 3 ½ year long apprenticeship 
is the starting point to a successful 
career, which is often combined by 
an artist with the goldsmith training.

MasterpieceWhAt is OuR hALLMARk Of A

The name CAPOLAVORO 
says it all: 
it is the Italian word for “master-
piece”, referring to the special 
capabilities of great artists and 
setting the company’s aspirati-
ons towards the highest degree 
of craftsmanship.

DaVinci’s “Mona Lisa”, Mann’s “Zau-
berberg” (Magic Mountain), or Vival-
di’s “Four Seasons”: masterpieces 
of art, literature and music enthrall 
people and are seen as pinnacles of 
cultural achievement of a society. 
Long-since this term is being used 
beyond the confines of an artistic 
definition and is given for extraordi-
nary achievements in various fields. 
For example for spectacular archi-
tecture, top scientific performance 
and, yes, also for luxurious products 
such as
exquisite writing utensils (for exam-
ple Montblanc’s “Masterpiece”), 
highly efficient timepiece mechanics 
(for example Rolex), or extraordina-
ry jewelry.

The experts at CAPOLAVORO

The creation of high-class jewelry 
demands the expertise of talented 
and experienced goldsmiths and 
setters - in short of the perfectio-
nists of their trade as they can be 
observed within the Vitreous Manu-
facture of CAPOLAVORO. From de-
sign up to the last polish of a jewelry 
piece, everything must be done with 
care and consideration, so each or-
nament will hold its own to the hig-
hest standard.

And in moments of glory true mas-
terpieces are indeed crafted: ex-
traordinary pieces which contain a 
sliver of luck, which are perfect in 
every way, and maybe even magi-
cal; such as the pendant of the Bil-
lion Dreams collection of CAPOLA-
VORO. Luxurious dream spheres of 
the finest craftsmanship containing 
glittering diamonds of the highest 
quality and the special something. 
True to its name: even as founder 
and CEO Gerhard Fritsch was inspi-
red by the ornaments of Italian
artists during his studies abroad in 
Florence, he was dreaming of his 
very own capolavori…



VE
LO shimmering and sustainable: 2nd-life gold 

Acting responsibly.CAPOLAVORO only uses precious metals from the secondary cycle - the 
quality standard remains.It is about our future! Therefore, the issue of sustainability in the 
processing of gold is also a challenge for CAPOLAVORO. In order to make precious metals 
even more valuable, the company has been working with secondary gold, meaning “recyc-
led gold”, for many years, which significantly improves the environmental balance of all 
products.

diamonds sourced from ethically-correct repositories
When buying our diamonds, we pay attention not only to the finest qualities, but also to 
fair trade and conflict-free sources. An important issue of our time: the pleasure of a beau-
tiful piece of jewelry should not be clouded by the fact that ethical guidelines are disregar-
ded and the environment is polluted during its production. Of course, this also applies to 
diamonds, whose extraction process is often and rightly criticized. We therefore only use 
stones from ethically correct sources. This means that they meet all international require-
ments for fair trade, no child labor, sustainable production and environmentally friendly 
extraction, and much more. In addition, they are naturally formed and not artificially produ-
ced. Our diamonds highlight every piece of jewelry and are a lasting investment. From the 
size of 0.30 ct.the diamond is accompanied by a GIA certificate.

every color stone is one of a kind
We process only natural colored stones, which are cut in the region of Idar-Oberstein and 
eachone a radiant beauty - with individual color variations. They shine in all the colors of the 
rainbow - like colorful messengers from the depths of the earth. 
Only through careful cutting do color stones develop their beauty and individuality. We 
obtain our goods exclusively from German trade - shaped to perfect beauty in the cutting 
shops of the gemstone metropolis Idar-Oberstein. Because each stone is a little bit different 
from the other, color stones are literal little personalities that cannot be measured by any 
yardstick. We use only natural stones whose colors can vary slightly - like the nuances of a 
flower or the light in the morning sky

our heartfelt desiresustAinAbiLity



COLLECTION
BILLION DREAMS

a fantasy turned into jewelry | created by CAPOLAVORO

Live your dream! CAPOLAVORO has created a new level of bejeweled fantasies: 
the Billion Dreams collection combines magic and fairy tales within a small art-
work, which stands witness to the highest goldsmith craftsmanship. An enchanting 
pendant made of a glass flacon in miniature form, within which diamonds seem to 
simply float weightlessly, just as snowflakes in a romantic snow globe - which ser-
ved as the inspiration to this daring design. Intricate handiwork makes this piece a
luxurious gem: starting with the specially cut glass sphere, the play-
ful details, the valuable materials up to the well-thought through technique.



Everyone knows the fascination of snow globes since childhood. 
A quick shake and little flakes float onto a fairytale miniature 
world. Probably the oldest snow globe was on display at the Pa-
ris World‘s Fair in 1878.

snowglobe | idea to jewellery

Childlike lightheartedness, fairytale worlds 
and fantasies, dreams and longings - in short: 
pure fascination, is the most important ele-
ment of the precious jewelry line BILLION 
DREAMS. At first glance, an enchanting rein-
terpretation of the snow globe. At second and 
every glance thereafter, a new dimension of 
the goldsmith‘s art, an outstanding homage to 
the craft and a sensual invitation to play with 
effects. Immerse yourself in this delicate yet 
opulent world - our little works of art are just
waiting to hold your personal dreams. The 
specially hand-cut and crafted glass body sets 
the sophisticated stage for the changing dia-
mond spectacle at the heart of the masterpie-
ce. The gemstones are surrounded by a pa-
tented liquid that makes them virtually float. 
Every turn or even the slightest movement 
changes the look and results in a new 



ART.NR.
B.DREAMS-MLO-CO900006

ART.NR.
B.DREAMS-LAN-CO900006

ART.NR.
B.DREAMS-PJO-CO900008

ART.NR.
B.DREAMS-MLI-CO900007

MAKE YOUR DREAM COME TRUE

Now dreams can come true! Who has not yet fallen for the exquisite dream sphere of the BILLION DREAMS line
and wouldn’t love to observe the floating diamonds dancing around for hours and hours - no matter if Lucky Stars,

Journey of Love, or one of the other luxury high-end collection’s beauties. Our insider tip for connoisseurs!

ART.NR.
B.DREAMS-LST-CO900001
B.DREAMS-MST-CO900005
B.DREAMS-DAD-RI900010



ART.NR.
B.DREAMS-0001-CO900091
B.DREAMS-0001-CO900092
B.DREAMS-0001-RI900093
B.DREAMS-0001-AB900094

ART.NR.
B.DREAMS-0003-CO900091 | B.DREAMS-0003-CO900092
B.DREAMS-0003-RI900093 |B.DREAMS-0003-AB900094

ART.NR.
B.DREAMS-0002-RI900093 | B.DREAMS-0002-CO900092 | 
B.DREAMS-0002-CO900091 | B.DREAMS-0002-AB900094

SPARKLE AND SHINE

This year, CAPOLAVORO is fulfilling the dream of 
many jewelry lovers with the desire for a sweet, 
petite and daily wearable dream globe. The „Drea-
mys“ are not only a new masterpiece themselves, 
they are also the first piece of jewelry that com-
bines the beautiful and highly technical world of 
watches with the world of jewelry. CAPOLAVORO 
uses the guilloche technique for the back wall of 
the Dreamys. This is not only unique and beautiful, 
it also makes the jewelry shine and sparkle.



the colour collection | gemstones in best quality

My world is colorful! Radiant blue, a dainty hue of pink, fresh green: the jewelry line of
CAPOLAVORO’S COLOR COLLECTION celebrates the full spectrum of life. Won-
derful colorstones in the highest qualities tickle everyone’s collectors urge. That’s 
why the key word here is “combine” and “mix and match”, so that jewelry styling 
is even more fun. From delicate pieces in rainbow colors, to expressive high-end 
cocktail rings: this collection offers an extraordinary and fiery array of colors 
and ideas. The protagonists are amethysts, citrine, chalzedon, morganite, rubies, 
sapphires, topaz and many more; always accompanied by glittering diamonds.

COLLECTION
COLOUR



EsPR
EssiVO ART.NR.

OS9MOG01016 | RI9ROK02710  | CO9ROK00657

Pure joie de vivre! Once feminine elegan-
ce meets radiant colors the collector’s 
urge is being awoken. The jewelry pieces 
of the ESPRESSIVO line are ideal for va-
rious combinations thanks to their color-
ful stones framed by tiny diamonds; no 
matter if used in ring-stacking or neckla-
ce-layering: it’s jewelry bliss around the 
clock.

ART.NR.
RI9TUB02395-M |  RI9MOG02395-M | RI9ZMB02395-M | RI9RHO02395-M |  RI9TUD02395-M | RI9AMF02395-M | RI9ZMB02395-M
OH9MOG00633 | CO9MOG02205-M



EsPR
EssiVO

ART.NR.
AH8P02020
KETTE8020.45
CO8PER00612
CO8TPE02037-M 
OS8P00939-M
OS8TUG00939-M
OS8TUT00939-M
OS8TPE00939-M
RI8TU2295
RI8TU2395
RI8TPE02395-M
RI8TUG02395-M 
RI8P02295

ART.NR.
CO8TOL02037-M | CO8TOA00612 | RI8AQD02395-M | RI8TAN02395-M 
RI8AQH02395-M | RI8TUT02395-M | RI8TUG02395-M | RI8TPE02395-M
AB8T00170.INNEN.17-M | AB8LT0170.INNEN.17-M | AB8TUT00170.IN-

NEN.17-M | OH8TOA00619-M | 



tWinkLE
bALLOOn

They spin around like colorful balloons that float towards the 
sky: the ring-heads of the TWINKLE BALLON line do not only 
draw the eyes with their sparkling color stones framed by a fine 
diamond coronal. They are also movable and invite the fingers 
for play - irresistible!

ART.NR.
CO9AMF00631 | CO9MOG00631 | CO8TOL00631 | RI9ZMB002735 | RI9CIG02726 | RI8TOL002735 | RI9PRA02736 | RI8TOA02726 

RI8TAN02736 | RI9AMF02726 | RI9ZMB002735 | RI9TUP02736 | OS9MOG01024 | OS8TOL01024 | OS9AMF01024
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the diamond collection | finest stones, perfect cut

Diamonds are enchanting! Embedded in fascinating designs and surrounded by flatte-
ring rose gold or elegant white gold, they seem to make the jewelry pieces of the DIA-
MOND COLLECTION shine from within. Finest gems, selected from premium quality, 
pour on their charm through a perfect polish and are the highlight of several jewelry 
lines, each with their very own character. Classic and femininity, passion and simplicity: 
the designs combine creativity with the highest craftsmanship. CAPOLAVORO shows 
the difference and provides a sense of lightheartedness to the theme of luxury.

COLLECTION
DIAMOND



dOL
Cini

ART.NR.
CO9BRW00664
OH9B00612-M

ART.NR.
CO9B0000589  | CO9BRW00632 | RI9B02510 | RI9BRW02752 | AB9B0000222.innen.17 |  AB9BRW00351.INNEN.17-M | RI9BRW02742 | 
RI9BRW02741 | CO9BRW00641 | CO9BRW00633

Oh, aren’t they cute?! The rings, earrings, necklaces and bra-
celets from the DOLCINI line charm you with their mini-plate 

made of gold, laden with a sparkling diamond-pavé. Little
delicacies, available in various sizes & shapes and also are very 
subtle and dainty style. The series’ highlight: a necklace with 

many shiny DOLCINIS…



PRO
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ART.NR.
AB9BRW00324.INNEN.17
AB9BRW00323.INNEN.17 
AB7BRW00322.0.05.17 
AB8BRW00322.0.10.17
AB9BRW00322.0.25.17
RI8BRW02712
RI9BRW02713
OS9BRW00995

Fizzy and fresh like a glass of bubbly zest for life: the popular jewelry line 
PROSECCO makes movable, set in gold diamond- or color stone elements on 
flexible bracelets, dainty rings, necklaces and earrings dance and sparkle. Many 
different options and the choice of a gold-type make individual dreams come true.

ART.NR.
CO9SMC00676.RAINBOW
CO9BRW00672
CO9BRW00673
CO9SMC00675.RAINBOW
RI9SMC02756.RAINBOW
RI9BRW02756



MAg
nifiCO A gamble with design and stone. The line MAGNIFICO celebrates incredible crafts-

manship “made at the lake Ammersee” in many ways. Softly-molded rose or white 
gold with bright shiny diamonds of the highest quality merge together to form mag-
nificent jewelry pieces with lively lines and moveable

ART.NR.
AH9B02021 | KETTE9020.60
RI8BRW02719 | RI9BRW02720
RI9BRW02719 | RI8BRW02720
RI9BRW02718

ART.NR.
CO9BRW00604 | CO9BRW00627-M | RI9BRW02744
RI9BRW02731 | RI9BRW02732



CiE
LO

ART.NR.
OC9BRW01259

ART.NR.
CO9BRW02250
CO9BRW02190
RI9BRW02663
RI9BRW02604

Just like the sunbeams up in the sky which lazily make their 
way across the hemisphere. Circles, spirals and endless inter-
lacings are the hallmarks of the expressive line CIELO, with 
their diamond arches and modern translucency. The same 
way as bonds that unendingly are interwoven with each other, 
so these pieces cling to one’s finger and hand, to one’s ear and 
neckline.

ART.NR.
CO9BRW00680 | CO9BRW08005-M | RI9BRW08004-M | RI9BRW02753



A game with addiction potential. Naturally, all rings of the JAQUET line may be worn individually, but the exci-
tement starts if they are combined and styled with additional rings from the CAPOLAVORO collection. They are 

available in three gold toned and - of course - with fine diamond studding.

+ =

+ =

+ =

ART.NR. 1)  RI9BRW02724 | RI7BRW02737 | RI8BRW02724
ART.NR. 2)  RI9MOG02395 | RI7B05025.0.30TW-VS-GIA| RI8B05024.0.30TW-VS-GIA

ChOOsE yOuRStyle

jAq
uEt
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Dear reader,

we hope your eyes lit up and began twinkling while perusing our magazine, as we did present a lot of our manufacture’s 
treasures in this year’s issue. Similarly, a lot of passion and our hearts and souls went into this magazine, as the entire 
CAPOLAVORO family got involved in the planning, organization, editing and of course modeling as you may see on these 
last few pages. We are proud to also have finished this project together and have - as traditionally family-owned business 
- decided to dedicate this issue in these trying times to the friends of our CAPOLAVORO brand and company, to convey 
our values of conscious luxury, sustainability, traditional craftsmanship and passion for fine jewelry. Values that have a 
lasting impact, that are dear to us and which we want to openly foster.

Thank you for your interest in CAPOLAVORO and with heartfelt greetings,
Andrea & Gerhard Fritsch and the entire CAPOLAVORO Team

 

WWW.CAPOLAVORO.DE

*The jewelry pieces displayed in this magazine may not be portrayed in their original size, due to design reasons. For possible misprints and variations in color liability is 
not assumed. Price changes reserved. The brand name CAPOLAVORO, as well as the designs, are trademarked and are solely granted for the use of CAPOLAVORO itself. 

Any attempt of a trademark infringement will be persecuted and legal challenges mounted. Every and any reproduction of the illustrations and photographs requires the 
explicit approval by CAPOLAVORO. Photography: Kai Arndt, www.fotoarndt.de
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